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Turning point? Port of LA boss sees imports
‘easing’ lower in August
LA July throughput up 5% year on year. Imports up 3% year on year, 9% vs. June

Greg Miller  • Wednesday, August 17, 2022  3 minutes read

Los Angeles, America’s largest container port, saw no letup in imports in July. But the numbers could
finally start to pull back this month, according to Gene Seroka, executive director of the Port of Los
Angeles.

Seroka reported Wednesday that Los Angeles handled 935,345 twenty-foot equivalent units last month,
making it the port’s best July on record. Overall volumes, including imports, exports and empties, were up
5% year on year.

Imports totaled 485,472 TEUs, up 3% year on year and up 9% compared to June.
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(Chart: American Shipper based on data from Port of Los Angeles)

“Imports will begin easing somewhat,” said Seroka. “I expect to see that reflected in our August cargo
numbers. China factory orders are slowing and some retailers continue to have elevated inventories.
You’ll start to see a tapering of some imports, specifically the commodities that won’t be repeatedly
purchased every year: appliances, fixtures, furniture, sporting goods.

“But I still like our chances for a strong back half of the year. The cargo that’s coming in the months and
weeks ahead will look different than the inventory that’s already on the ground: more seasonal products
and the all-important year-end holiday products.”

Blue line: 2022 U.S. imports; 7-day moving average; green line: 2021 (Chart: FreightWaves SONAR)

Landside issues easing — except for rail
Terminal fluidity continues to improve in Los Angeles.

According to Seroka, “Even with today’s rail challenges, our container terminals are in pretty good shape.
We’re down to about 2,000 containers waiting nine-plus days for trucks versus more than 32,000 units
last October. Dwell time for truck-bound containers is now at four days, close to more traditional times
and a significant decline from the high of 11 days.”

On the more problematic rail side, he said, “Inland rail terminals look just like the port did last year —
stacks of cargo, folks not picking it up quick enough, and importers who are allowing containers to dwell
for a longer time than they normally would. With that, we struggle to load the next train and move it out
of Los Angeles.

“We’ve now got more than 33,700 cargo containers designated for rail sitting on Port of Los Angeles
docks. In more normal times, that number should be about 9,000. And of those 33,000-plus boxes, more
than 20,000 have been sitting nine days or longer. We never used to see that much cargo sitting for nine
days. We’ve got to continue to encourage the importers to pick up their cargo [from inland rail terminals]
faster so we can get the next trains in.”
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Southern California ship queue down
Meanwhile, the queue of container ships waiting offshore has fallen to very low levels. According to the
Marine Exchange of Southern California, there were 15 container ships in the Los Angeles/Long Beach
queue as of Wednesday, down from 109 in January. The count hit a low of nine ships on Aug. 10.

Cargo volumes were rerouted to the East and Gulf coasts starting in the second quarter due to concerns
about Los Angeles/Long Beach peak season congestion, as well as fears of work slowdowns after the
West Coast port labor contract expired July 1.

Now, the tables have turned. MarineTraffic ship-position data shows queues are higher on the East and
Gulf coasts than on the West Coast. As of Wednesday afternoon, there were 33 container vessels off
Savannah, Georgia, 23 off Houston and 19 off New York/New Jersey.

Seroka made a sales pitch to shippers and suggested they reconsider their decision to avert the West
Coast.

“At many other ports around the country, ships are waiting for space, yet here our terminals have
capacity. So, for cargo owners looking to rechart their course, come to Los Angeles. We’re ready to help.”

Long Beach volumes also still high
The adjacent Port of Long Beach reported its July numbers on Aug. 9. Long Beach handled total
throughput of 785,845 TEUs last month, making it the port’s best July on record.

Long Beach posted its third-highest tally ever for imports in July. Imports came in at 376,175 TEUs, down
1.5% year on year.

The import decline versus the preceding two months was steeper. Long Beach imports hit a year-to-date
high of 436,977 TEUs in May. July’s total was 14% lower.

(Chart: American Shipper based on data from Port of Long Beach)
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Thursday, August 18, 2022 at 8:24 am

I’ve made $64,000  so far this year working online and I’m a full time student. Im using an online business
opportunity I heard about and I’ve made such great money. It’s really user friendly and I’m just so happy that I found out
about it. Heres what I do.

HERE====)> 𝐰𝐰𝐰.𝐖𝐨𝐫𝐤𝐬𝐟𝐮𝐥.𝐜𝐨𝐦

Thursday, August 18, 2022 at 8:20 am

I’ve made $64,000  so far this year working online and I’m a full time student. Im using an online business
opportunity I heard about and I’ve made such great money. It’s really user friendly and I’m just so happy that I found out
about it. Heres what I do. 

 AND GOOD LUCK.:)

HERE====)> 𝐰𝐰𝐰.𝐖𝐨𝐫𝐤𝐬𝐟𝐮𝐥.𝐜𝐨𝐦

Thursday, August 18, 2022 at 8:13 am

I work from home and earn a respectable $60k a week, which is amazing considering that a year ago I was unemployed in
a terrible economy. I always give God praise for honouring me with these rules, and now it’s my duty to practise
anticipatory compassion and share it with everyone. Likewise, GOOD LUCK.

Here I am starting. … … ……>> 𝐰𝐰𝐰.𝐰𝐨𝐫𝐤𝐨𝐧𝐥𝐢𝐧𝐞𝟏.𝐜𝐨𝐦

Thursday, August 18, 2022 at 3:23 am

Makes $340 to $680 per daydf online work and I received $21894 in one month online acting from home. I am a
daily student and work simply one to a pair of hours in my spare time. Everybody will do that job and online ask extra
cash by simply 
copy and open this site .…………> 𝐰𝐰𝐰.𝐬𝐚𝐥𝐚𝐫𝐲𝐛𝐚𝐚𝐫.𝐜𝐨𝐦
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Container line Zim hit by exposure to falling spot rates

Hapag-Lloyd CEO: US consumer still ‘holding up,’ demand not collapsing

Maersk: Shipping profits stay ‘super strong’ as supply chain pain persists

Record container ship traffic jam as backlog continues to build

Los Angeles port boss: Fix rail service or risk ‘nationwide logjam’
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